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ABSTRACT: We report the development of a tertiary amine-containing β-turn peptide that catalyzes the atroposelective
bromination of pharmaceutically relevant 3-arylquinazolin-4(3H)-ones (quinazolinones) with high levels of enantioinduction
over a broad substrate scope. The structure of the free catalyst and the peptide−substrate complex were explored using X-ray
crystallography and 2D-NOESY experiments. Quinazolinone rotational barriers about the chiral anilide axis were also studied
using density functional theory calculations and are discussed in light of the high enantioselectivities observed. Mechanistic
studies also suggest that the initial bromination event is stereodetermining, and the major monobromide intermediate is an
atropisomerically stable, mono-ortho-substituted isomer. The observation of stereoisomerically stable monobromides stimulated
the conversion of the tribromide products to other atropisomerically defined products of interest. For example, (1) a
dehalogenation Suzuki−Miyaura cross-coupling sequence delivers ortho-arylated derivatives, and (2) a regioselective Buchwald−
Hartwig amination procedure installs para-amine functionality. Stereochemical information was retained during these subsequent
transformations.

■ INTRODUCTION

It is now becoming well-appreciated that atropisomerism1 is an
issue of significant importance in medicinal chemistry.2 Chiral
compounds that exist as separate atropisomers may present
advantages if they have sufficiently low barriers to racemization,
such that dynamic kinetic resolution3 is possible during selective
binding to a targeted biological receptor. However, if the
opposite atropisomer binds to an off-target receptor, alternative,
and even deleterious, effects may ensue.4 Perhaps these scenarios
are behind an increasing number of reports,5 and even patents,6

that describe the differential biological functions of individual
atropisomers. Accordingly, synthetic efforts to prepare individual
atropisomers comprise an area of significant innovation in
chemistry.7 Among scaffolds that present these stereochemical
issues, 3-arylquinazolin-4(3H)-ones8 (1) are an important class
of compounds, whose exploding list of characterized biological
properties enumerates a large swath of biochemical functions
(Figure 1a).9 We report herein our recent studies culminating in
catalyst-dependent syntheses of atropisomeric quinazolinone
bromides (2) with high levels of enantioinduction. These
findings enable efficient access to a range of substituted

quinazolinones available through an atroposelective tribromina-
tion reaction, followed by either dehalogenation−cross-coupling
sequences or regioselective amination reactions.
We recently demonstrated that peptide-based catalysts are

effective for the atroposelective bromination of both biaryl10 and
tertiary benzamide scaffolds.11 Gratifyingly, a related approach
has also been recently reported to access chiral isoquinoline N-
oxides using a cinchona alkaloid-derived urea catalyst.12 It is
interesting to note that the enantioselective synthesis of axially
chiral quinazolinones is a subject with limited literature,13 and
most methods have involved either racemic synthesis followed by
resolution or diastereoselective synthesis using chiral auxiliaries.
Given the growing interest in these compounds in medicinal
chemistry, we targeted a catalytic asymmetric approach (Figure
1b). Notably, unlike many biaryl compounds and benzamides, an
opportunity also existed for selective preparation of atropiso-
merically stable mono-ortho-substituted quinazolinones (e.g., 3,
Figure 1b), given their established high barriers to enantiome-
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rization.14 At the same time, these issues could present
fundamental challenges to the development of catalysts that
might mediate dynamic kinetic resolutions.3 Our assessment of
these concepts is presented below.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Catalyst Identification. Our exploration of this intriguing
system began with a study of peptide-based catalysts for the
bromination of quinazolinone 1a using the conditions described
in eq 1.15 Our design principle was guided by previous reports
from our group, wherein we were able to embed a tertiary-amine-
containing β-dimethylaminoalanine (Dmaa) residue within a
peptide sequence that was expected to adopt a well-defined β-
turn geometry.16 In that way, we hoped to capitalize on an
interaction (e.g., hydrogen bonding or even proton transfer)
between the phenol of 1a and the tertiary amine moiety of the
Dmaa residue, with the potential for additional interactions
provided by the functionality and chirality of the peptide (i.e.,
catalysts such as 4).11 Accordingly, dynamic kinetic resolution
would be possible via selective docking and functionalization of
one atropisomer of (±)-1a over the other.
In the absence of any catalyst, bromination of 1a was sluggish

and nonselective under the conditions we examined.17 However,
using triethylamine (10 mol %) as a catalyst, bromination of 1a
proceeded smoothly, providing 88% yield of racemic tribromide
2a. Thus, we began to assess peptide-based catalysts (4) for this
transformation, and the results of our optimization are
summarized in Figure 2.18 We were pleased to discover that
peptide 4a, an archetypal β-turn-promoting sequence that we
have utilized in the past,11,19 provided tribromide 2a in 66:34 er,
setting the stage for further optimization. In a number of previous
instances, we have observed a marked effect of the C-terminal
protecting group on the enantioselectivity of peptide-catalyzed
reactions.16 Comparing peptides 4a−f, it is clear that the
dimethylamide end-cap provides an advantage over the

Figure 1. (a) Some 3-arylquinazolin-4(3H)-one-based bioactive
compounds.9 (b) Our strategy for the peptide-catalyzed atroposelective
bromination of quinazolinones 1 to access enantioenriched bromides 2.

Figure 2. Assessment of peptide-based catalysts in the bromination of quinazolinone 1a using the conditions described in eq 1. Data shown in blue are
the results of peptide optimization studies, and data shown in green are the results of a truncation study. All results represent the average of two trials.
Abbreviations: Boc, tert-butylcarbamate; Dmaa, β-dimethylaminoalanine; Aib, 2-aminoisobutyric acid; Cle, cycloleucine (1-aminocyclopentane
carboxylic acid); Acpc, 1-aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid; Aic, 2-aminoindane carboxylic acid; (R)-α-MBA, (R)-α-methyl benzyl amide; Phe(5F),
pentafluorophenylalanine; Nle, norleucine (n-butylglycine); Npg, neopentylglycine; Chg, cyclohexylglycine; Pyrr, pyrrolidinyl.
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alternatives, which may be attributed to the enhanced hydrogen-
bond acceptor ability of tertiary amides.20

The enantioselectivity of peptide-catalyzed reactions is often
highly sensitive to residue substitutions, especially those at the i
+2 residue,16 a position that plays an important role in
determining the secondary structural attributes of the peptide.21

Upon examining the i+2 residue (as in 4c and 4g−j), we
observed a pronounced increase in enantioselectivity when 1-
aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid (Acpc) was substituted in
this position (as in 4h), providing 2a in 88:12 er, an increase in
36% ee compared to 4c. The origin of this remarkable effect is
not fully understood, although we have hypothesized that
changes in the ϕ and ψ angles of the β-turn conformation
manifest in a more favorable interaction with 1a.16,21 A steric
effect is also possible, although the degree of enhancement
associated with the cyclopropyl ring of 4h relative to the
corresponding gem-dimethyl moiety of peptide 4c may be too
pronounced to be explained by sterics alone. Nonetheless, having
found a suitable i+2 residue, we elected to re-examine the C-
terminal protecting group to ensure that the trends upheld with
Acpc at the i+2 position (as in 4h and 4k,l). Indeed, the
dimethylamide C-terminal cap (as in 4h) was again found to
outperform the other functionalities.
Alterations to the i+3 position of β-turn-containing tetramers

allowed for fine-tuning of enantioselectivity. Comparing peptides
4h and 4m−u, a number of trends emerged. First, it is clear that
none of these changes produced as dramatic an effect as
substitutions to the i+2 residue. Yet, it was also apparent that
alkyl-substituted residues (4q−u) provide higher enantioenrich-
ment of 2a than benzyl-substituted (4h, 4m,n) and unsubstituted
(4o,p) residues. There was also very little difference among the
alkyl-substituted i+3 residues of peptides 4q−u, so we opted to
move forward using leucine-containing 4q as the lead catalyst,
which provided tribromide 2a in 92:8 er under the conditions of
eq 1. Compared to peptide 4t, which contained a slightly bulkier
neopentylglycine (Npg) residue at the i+3 position and provided
2a in 93:7 er, peptide 4q had the added benefit of containing a
proteinogenic, inexpensive, and readily available residue at the i
+3 position.
Catalyst Structure. Catalyst 4q proved amenable to study

with X-ray diffraction (Figure 3). Interestingly, two different

conformations of 4q are present in the unit cell, one of which has
an extended backbone (as drawn) while the other exhibits a
backbone bend of nearly 110° out-of-plane. We have observed
this sort of backbone bending previously,22 although it remains
unclear if this geometry is representative of active catalytic
species. Nonetheless, both structures exhibit intramolecular
hydrogen-bonding patterns and ϕ and ψ dihedral angles
consistent with a type II′ β-turn.21 We also studied the structure
of 4q in solution using 1H−1H NOESY, and we were able to

observe 50 nonsequential nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs)
consistent with a rigid β-turn geometry (see Supporting
Information).
Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate the importance of

the folded conformation of peptide 4q through a study of
truncated peptide catalysts (Figure 2). The effect of sequential
residue deletions on the outcome of the bromination reaction
was dramatic. For example, we found that the trimer Boc-Dmaa-
D-Pro-Acpc-NHMe (4β), which is able to access the intra-
molecular, 10-membered-ring hydrogen bond (NHi+3 to Oi)
required for β-turn formation,21 provided 2a in 82:18 er, only
modestly reduced compared to tetramer 4q. On the other hand,
trimers possessing methyl ester (4z) and dimethylamide (4α)
end-caps, which cannot form the β-turn hydrogen bond, were
significantly less selective. This provides evidence that the β-turn
secondary structure, which is accessible in tetramers and
secondary amide-terminated trimers, is important for high levels
of enantioinduction. Dimers 4w,x were significantly less selective
than the corresponding trimers, although we were intrigued to
discover that one dimer, Boc-Dmaa-D-Pro-NHMe (4y), was
equally selective to trimer 4α, delivering 2a in 72:28 er. It is
possible that the enhanced selectivity exhibited by dimer 4y
derives from its ability to form a seven-membered-ring hydrogen-
bonded structure (NHi+2 to Oi),

23 reinforcing the importance of
secondary structure to enantioselectivity. It is also interesting to
note that the inherent selectivity of the Dmaa monomer (4v)
actually favors the opposite enantiomer of 2a, albeit with very low
er.

Optimization of Reaction Conditions. Having identified
catalyst 4q that is able to deliver tribromide 2a in 92:8 er under
the conditions of eq 1, in whichN-bromosuccinimide (NBS) was
added in one portion at the outset of the reaction, we wondered if
we might be able to boost the enantioselectivity by changing the
mode of NBS delivery. This speculation was borne of the
hypothesis that full and rapid racemization of the starting
material is required in order to achieve the best possible results in
a dynamic kinetic resolution.3 2-Substituted 3-arylquinazoli-
nones, such as 1a, have been reported to have intrinsic barriers to
rotation about the N−CAr bond, even in the absence of ortho-
substituents on the phenol ring, that could impede rapid re-
racemization as a dynamic kinetic resolution proceeds.13

Therefore, we speculated that, if the barrier to enantiomeriza-
tion27 of 1a is sufficiently high, the starting material may not be
able to re-racemize on the time scale of a very rapid and
stereodetermining bromination event. Indeed, density functional
theory (DFT) calculations25 showed that the barrier to
enantiomerization in 1a is 18.8 kcal mol−1, corresponding to a
first-order half-life of 6.9 s (Figure 4), which may be slow with

Figure 3. X-ray crystal structure of Boc-Dmaa-D-Pro-Acpc-Leu-NMe2
(4q).24 Two different conformations of 4q are present in the unit cell,
both of which show intramolecular hydrogen bonds characteristic of
type II′ β-turns.21

Figure 4. Computed barriers to rotation about the N−CAr bond in a
series of relevant quinazolinones. Barriers were derived from
optimization of the stationary points along torsional potential energy
profiles using M06-2X/6-311++G(2d,3p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p).25,26
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respect to the time scale of bromination. After optimization of
the relevant parameters, we discovered that slow addition of NBS
over 2.5 h at 0 °C, as described in eq 2 (R =Me), provided 2a in a

notably improved 97:3 er.28 It is important to note that this
increase in selectivity was observed even in the presence of 5%
(by volume) acetone,10a which was added to the delivery solution
to facilitate dissolution of the NBS.
Substrate Scope. With optimal conditions in hand, we

turned our attention to the substrate scope. Catalyst 4q is able to
address a wide range of quinazolinones 1 (Table 1). As noted, the
bromination of 1a affords tribromide 2a with 97:3 er and 86%
isolated yield (entry 1). In order to establish the absolute
configuration of the product, we subjected 2a to standard
demethylation conditions using BBr3 to obtain free phenol 2a′,29
which we were able to crystallize and analyze by X-ray diffraction
(eq 3). The crystal structure of 2a′ reveals the (S)-absolute
stereochemistry of 2a.

Quinazolinones possessing alkyl substituents at the 2-position
(1b−e) were processed by 4q with good yields (75−86%) and
high levels of enantioinduction (93:7 to 97:3 er, entries 2−5).
However, 2-CF3-substituted 1f did not follow this same trend, as
bromination delivered only 63% yield of modestly enriched 2f
(63:37 er, entry 6). The result was initially surprising given the
high levels of enantioselectivity observed in tribromide 2c (96:4
er, entry 3), as the steric size of a CF3 group is comparable to an i-
Pr group on some scales.30 It appears that the electron-
withdrawing CF3 group of 1f influences the catalyst−substrate
complex in a manner we do not fully understand. Yet, we also
observed low levels of enantioenrichment in tribromide 2g
(65:35 er, entry 7), in which the 2-position is unsubstituted. The
origin of this phenomenon may derive from a low barrier to
rotation about the chiral axis in the corresponding ortho-

Table 1. Substrate Scopea,b

aReaction conditions: quinazolinone 1 (0.10 mmol, 1 equiv), peptide 4q (0.01 mmol, 10 mol % with respect to 1), NBS (0.30 mmol, 3 equiv with
respect to 1), PhMe/CHCl3 (9:1 v/v) with 5% acetone additive (by volume), slow addition of NBS over 2.5 h. bData represent the average of two
trials. cIsolated yields after chromatography are presented. dEnantiomer ratios were determined by chiral high-performance liquid chromatography
using OJ-H or AD-H columns. e2.0 equiv of NBS were used in the bromination.
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monobromide 3g, which we presume is the immediate product
of stereodetermining bromination. Indeed, using DFT calcu-
lations,25 we were able to compute a barrier to rotation of 22.6
kcal mol−1 in monobromide 3g, which may be sufficiently low to
permit racemization on the time scale of the slow addition. By
way of comparison, the computed rotational barriers for
quinazolinone 1g and tribromide 2g′ were found to be 7.6 and
36.7 kcal mol−1, respectively, using DFT computations (Figure
4).25

Many other substrates were brominated by 4q with high levels
of enantioselectivity. For example, we found that substitution on
the benzo moiety of the quinazolinone scaffold is often tolerated
(entries 8 and 9). Tribromide 2h, having an electron-donating
methoxy group at the 6-position, was isolated in 85% yield and
95:5 er, only slightly lower than the parent compound (entry 8).
Likewise, 7-CF3-susbtituted tribromide 2i was isolated in 85%
yield and 93:7 er (entry 9). These results suggest a weak effect of
distal substitution on enantioselectivity, though both electron-
donating and electron-withdrawing groups are still largely
tolerated by 4q. Substitution on the phenol moiety of the
quinazolinone scaffold also revealed interesting data. The p-Cl-
substituted dibromide 2j was isolated in excellent yield (93%)
and with 96:4 er (entry 10). We also found that tribromide 2l,
which was derived from the m-Cl-substituted quinazolinone 1l,
was isolated in high yield (89%) and with 96:4 er (entry 12).
These results show that peptide 4q is able to process substrates
possessing electron-withdrawing substituents on the arene with
negligible erosion of enantioselectivity relative to 2a. In addition,
electron-donatingMe substituents at the p- (1k) andm-positions
(1m) provide excellent substrates, as dibromide 2k was isolated
in 92% yield with 99:1 er (entry 11) and tribromide 2m was
isolated in 77% yield and 98:2 er (entry 13).31

Lastly, we examined a compound that was prefunctionalized at
the o′-position of the phenol moiety. In this case, we anticipated a
reduced er value by virtue of a high barrier to racemization in the
starting material. Indeed, o′-F-substituted 1n was found to
deliver dibromide 2n in only 56:44 er (entry 14). DFT
calculations25 showed that 1n has a 26.6 kcal mol−1 barrier to
rotation about the chiral axis (Figure 4), corresponding to a half-
life to rotation of 3.6 × 106 s. Thus, racemization is presumed to
be slow on the time scale of bromination. In this scenario,
compound 1n was projected to be a suitable substrate for a
traditional kinetic resolution.32 Accordingly, running the
bromination of 1n to low conversion using only 0.5 equiv of
NBS under otherwise identical conditions delivered 2n in 93:7 er
(14% isolated yield), showing that quinazolinones with high
barriers to racemization may indeed be synthesized enantiose-
lectively, employing a classical kinetic resolution.
Mechanism-Driven Experiments. Examination of the

substrate scope inspired us to investigate certain mechanistic
aspects of this enantioselective bromination reaction. We began
with an LC/MS-enabled study of the background and catalyzed
bromination of 1a under conditions of reagent-controlled low
conversion (Scheme 1). As noted above, in the absence of
catalyst, the bromination proceeds slowly, and in fact, the major
species in the crude reaction mixture is the p-monobromide 5a,
although all mono-, di-, and tribromides were observed in minor
quantities. When triethylamine is used as a catalyst, the reaction
proceeds more efficiently and with significant regioselectivity,
also favoring the p-monobromide 5a with no evidence of the
other monobromides. The o,p-dibromide was also formed in
approximately equal quantities under the triethylamine con-
ditions, and the tribromide was observed as a minor product.

Using peptide 4r, which provides enantioselectivity similar to
that of 4q (vide supra), the reaction constrained to reach low
conversion exhibits a strikingly different result: the major
monobromide is the alternative regioisomer 3a, while only a
very small quantity of the p-monobromide 5a is detected, while
the o,p-dibromide and tribromide 2a′ are also detected. These
results indicate that the peptide-based catalyst is able to overturn
the inherent site selectivity of the bromination reaction, which
also implies that the stereodetermining bromination event is the
first bromination to give 3a (see Supporting Information for LC/
MS data). Furthermore, when the crude reaction mixture of the
4r-catalyzed reaction was subjected to methylation and analyzed
by chiral high-performance liquid chromatography, it was
discovered that monobromide 3a was enantioenriched to 98:2
er. To the best of our knowledge, this is a rare example of an
atroposelective reaction in which the chiral axis is set after the
first functionalization of an atropisomerically dynamic starting
material.33

To further our understanding of the basis of stereoselectivity,
we studied the peptide−substrate complex using NMR
techniques. The results of our findings are summarized in Figure
5. Compared to the 1H NMR spectra of 1a (Figure 5a) and 4q
(Figure 5c), the spectrum of the 1:1 complex (Figure 5b) differs
significantly from its isolated constituents under identical
conditions.34 Notably, while the other amide signals shift
downfield upon complexation, the NHLeu signal barely shifts at
all, providing evidence for a strong hydrogen bond between
NHLeu and ODmaa. In contrast, the NHAcpc shifts downfield by
nearly 1.0 ppm upon complexation, which implicates this proton
in an important intermolecular hydrogen bond with 1a. The
NHDmaa signal also shifts downfield by about 0.3 ppm, which may
suggest a change in the β-hairpin conformation as a result of
complexation. It may also implicate the carbamate NH proton in
an interaction with the substrate.
Furthermore, we observed a global upfield shifting of all of the i

+3 leucine signals, especially the γLeu signal. This suggests that the
i+3 residue might be situated beneath an arene, such that
electron density in the π-system leads to this anisotropic effect.
The αD‑Pro signal also shifts upfield, presumably for similar
reasons. Similarly, all of the Dmaa signals tend to shift downfield,
in keeping with a decrease in electron density around the side-
chain N-atom as would be expected in a Me2NDmaa to HO1a
hydrogen bond. It is also evident that the βDmaa signals of 4q
become significantly more differentiated in the complex than in
the free peptide. With respect to the substrate, all of the 1HNMR

Scheme 1. Study of theMajorMonobromides in the Catalyzed
and Uncatalyzed Bromination of 1a
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signals of 1a shift downfield in the complex. However, only the
ortho-position (Figure 5a) shifts downfield to a significant degree
(>0.30 ppm), which may be consistent with this position being
disposed most proximally to the peptide in the complex. In light
of these results, as well as our mechanistic studies that identified
this position as the site of the first bromination event, it seems
plausible that the peptide delivers Br+ to this position via one of
the proximal Lewis basic carbonyls.35 It should also be noted that
many of the 1H NMR signals corresponding to complexed 1a
possess minor shoulder peaks, while this is not evident in any of
the signals derived from 4q. This perhaps suggests that 1amight
be fluxional in the bound state. We also studied the binding
interaction between 1a and 4q using 1H−1H NOESY, and we
were able to observe several intermolecular NOEs that supported
this model. A summary of these interactions is presented in
Figure 5d, where the color-coded distances are derived from
integration of the relevant NOESY cross-peaks.36 This experi-
ment highlighted a number of interactions that were not
observed in the simple 1H NMR complexation experiment (vide
supra). For instance, strong NOEs were observed between (1)
Me2NDmaa and the ortho-position of 1a and (2) βAcpc and the 5-
position of 1a, suggesting that these groups are very close to one
another in space in the complex. Moderate NOEs were also
observed between βDmaa and the 2-Me group of 1a, as well as
between the i-Pr group of leucine and the ortho-position of 1a.
Weak NOEs were also observed, allowing us to fine-tune our
proposed binding orientation.
The culmination of these mechanistically driven studies is a

self-consistent binding model from which we were able to
rationalize the first site of bromination, as well as the (S)-absolute
configuration of products 2 and ortho-monobromides 3 (Figure
5e). Our model suggests two intermolecular hydrogen bonds in
the catalyst−substrate complex, one between OH1a and
Me2NDmaa and the other between NHAcpc and CO1a.
Cross-Coupling. With the atroposelective bromination of

quinazolinones established, we turned to the demonstration of
further synthetic utility through derivatization of the brominated

products.37 Recognizing the prevalence of monosubstituted
quinazolinones in the medicinal chemistry literature (Figure
1a),9 we sought to establish that tribromide 2a could be
converted to 3a efficiently and without loss of enantioenrich-
ment. As shown in eq 4, palladium-catalyzed hydrogenation

under well-established conditions achieved this goal,38 affording
monobrominated compoundMe-3a in 80% yield with high levels
of regioselectivity presumably governed by sterics. Despite the
lack of a second heavy atom ortho′-substituent on the phenol
ring, this compound exhibited good atropostability at ambient
temperature. The barrier to rotation about the chiral axis in 3a
was calculated to be 35.5 kcal mol−1 using DFT calculations,25

which corresponds to a half-life of 1.13 × 1013 s (Figure 4).
Monobromide Me-3a was then examined as a template for

diversification. After initial studies of Suzuki−Miyaura cross-
coupling39 reactions revealed that some racemization could
occur at high temperatures (>60 °C), we discovered that
excellent results could be achieved at lower temperatures (45 °C)
when a highly active catalyst was employed. Under the optimized
conditions, Pd2(dba)3 and (t-Bu)(Cy)2P·HBF4 enabled the
Suzuki coupling of 3awith various arene and heterocycle boronic
acids under atropstable conditions, providing good yields of
structurally complex products (6) with no loss of enantioenrich-
ment, as shown in Scheme 2a.
Upon the success of atropstable Suzuki coupling ofMe-3a, we

sought to expand the scope of our product derivatization beyond
the formation of C−C bonds using Buchwald−Hartwig O- and
N-arylation.40 Unfortunately, under the conditions we had
examined thus far, which required high temperatures of ∼80 °C
for product formation, products were observed with reduced

Figure 5. (a) 1HNMR spectrum of quinazolinone 1a. (b) 1HNMR spectrum of the 1a−4q complex (1:1molar ratio). (c) 1HNMR spectrum of peptide
4q. (d) NOESY correlation diagram showing the intermolecular NOEs observed in the 1a−4q complex. (e) Possible binding model based on NMR
data. The model explains the (S)-absolute configuration of the products and also predicts the first site of bromination at the ortho-position of 1a.
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levels of enantioenrichment, suggesting racemization during the
reaction.41 However, the more atropisomerically stable tribro-
mide 2a, having a computed barrier to enantiomerization of over
50 kcal mol−1 (2a′, Figure 4),42 proved to be a good substrate,
wherein regioselective amination could be achieved to form
compounds such as 7a−c in good yields and with very little
erosion of er (Scheme 2b). The site selectivity of the amination is
presumably due to steric differentiation.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Peptide-catalyzed atroposelective bromination has been ex-
tended to a highly significant scaffold in medicinal chemistry.
Critical to the achievement of this advance were the discovery of
an optimized catalyst and an appreciation of the physical organic
principles that govern the barriers to rotation in the starting
materials and products for these unique reactions. Catalyst 4q
was found to be effective for a broad substrate scope, and
moreover, the unique conformational properties (i.e., barriers to
atropisomerization) of the products enable site-selective
debromination and cross-coupling reactions of several types to
deliver multiple drug-like chemotypes. Mechanism-driven
experiments have also revealed a number of interesting features
of these asymmetric reactions, including the likely site of the
initial and stereodetermining bromination. NMR spectroscopic
experiments have unveiled critical features of the catalyst−
substrate complex that are consistent with the observation of the
absolute configuration of the products that emerge from these
reactions. It is our hope that these concepts set the stage for
synthetic applications in the context of this biologically relevant
scaffold.
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